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Boreal Wall
DESCRIPTION
The Boreal Wall light by Tech Lighting is the most ecofriendly
pendant in our entire collection as it is made from natural hemp
fabric, with a paper backing thatâ€™s topped with recycled
sandcast bronze metal work. With its cylindrical design,
contemporary taupe colored shade and sophisticated metal
hardware the Boreal is simply stunning and will add class to
residential as well as commercial lighting applications.
Customize the Boreal wall sconce to fit your special space by
choosing one of three ontrend finishes. Available lamping
options include, energy efficient LED and nolamp allowing you
the option to light this fixture with your preferred lamping. All
lamping options are fullydimmable to create the desired
ambiance in your unique space. The fabric shade and recycled
bronze are both sourced locally within 20 miles of our facility.
The product also ships in environmentallyfriendly recycled
packaging. Mounts up only. Rated for (1) 60w max, E26
medium based lamp (Not Included). LED version includes 8
watt , 450 delivered lumen, 2700K LED module. LED version
dimmable with lowvoltage electronic dimmer. ADA compliant.
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INSTALLATION
This product can mount to either a 4" square electrical box with
round plaster ring or an octagonal electrical box (not included).
WEIGHT
1.75lb / 0.79kg ±
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ORDERING INFORMATION
700WSBOR

COLOR

FINISH

LAMP

I

Z ANTIQUE BRONZE
S WHITE BRONZE

NO LAMP
LED
LED 80 CRI 2700K 120V
LED
LED 80 CRI 2700K 120V
LED277 LED 80 CRI 2700K 277V
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While we feel they look very nice together, the boreal finishes will not be an exact match to existing satin nickel and antique bronze hardware.
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